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I Introduction

Recoil in--flight separators are widely used for the synthesis and study of
decay properties of heavy and superheavy nuclei. A high level of sup-
pression of beam particles and unwanted reaction products, having high
production rates in the egion of charge ad ass of target nuclei, as
been achieved. Slow heavy evaporation residues ER's) which are studied
in complete fusion reactions with heavy ions after passing through such
experimental set-ups and time-of-flight detectors ae iplante i te fo-

cal plane semiconductor detectors. In spite of rather good tme resolution
(about 1%) of the timing detectors the focal plane semiconductor detec-
tors have much worse energy resolution in the case f slow heavy ER's due
to the big pulse height defect during the registration. The time-of-flight
and energy measurements of recoil nclei yield their mass values with an
accuracy of about 1 - 15 thus allowing separation of ER's from the
target-like and beam-like particles using two-dimensional TOF-Energy
spectra. Bt such a resolution may not be enough for distinguishing be-
tween multinucleon reaction products and evaporations residues - products

of complete fusion reactions.
One should mention that a method for the investigation of consistent

a decays, the so-called a-a correlation analysis, hs long been employed
for the identification of new radionuclides. It has already been used in the
works on the discovery and study of decay properties of elements from 102
(a-recoil milking experiments [1]) to 105 (delayed correlation method
[2, 31). Later this method was developed and successfully used for the
identification and study of decay properties of elements 107 - 112 with
a modern experimental set--up ad detection module (position sensitive
detectors array) 4]. This method is based on the fact that a decay chain
starting from an unknown isotope should terminate in the known region
of isotopes with known decay properties. If the statistics allow one to
be sure that no members in te decay chains were missed, it is possible,
starting from the known nuclei, to go back to the beginning of the chain
and make an ssignment, i.e., determine what isotope of what element was

synthesized.
With the neutron rich isotope 48 Ca used as a material for the bombard-

ing beam the experiments lead to a completely unknown region where all
decay chains are started and finished with isotopes iaving unknown decay



properties. In addition, according to the calculations [5 6 the decay chains
starting from the neutron rich (N=171-175) isotopes of elements 112 - 114
after a few a decays should be terminated by spontaneous fission in the
region of elements 104 - 110.

In the case of 18 Ca projectiles, an additional and in some cases per-
baps decisive possibility for distinguishing between the isotopes produced
in complete fusion reactions from the multinucleon transfer reaction prod-
ucts (which can be a possible source of spontaneous fission events) and
identifying new nuclides is a method of measuring the atomic mass num-
bers of evaporation residues synthesized during the experiment. If the mass
resolution of the experimental set-up reaches the value of more than 0.5 %
(for the heavy nuclei with masses in the region of 270 - 290 amu) one can
make a direct identification of the obtained isotope on the basis of its mass
measurement. But such a mass resolution can be achieved with rather so-
phisticated magnetic or combined magnetic/electrostatic (so called Recoil
Mass Spectrometers) systems having quite big deflection angles. Typically
such systems have the mass resolution AM/M at the level of 1300 and
not high enough transmission efficiency which does not allow one to reach
the ER's cross section level of a few picobarns. One of the options is the
use of systems which equilibrate charge states (typically to ) and en-
ergies (typically to 40 - 60 keV) of the studied nuclei (ISOL systems, for
example). In this case it is possible to achieve the mass resolution AM/M
at the level of 1/1000. Such a project called MASHA (Mass Analyzer of
Super Heavy Atoms) 7 8 9 is now being developed at the FLNR (JINR).
Another possibility is the use of more simple and compact systems which
allow the mass resolution at the level of 1. - 3 at relatively small losses
of transmission efficiency. For the mass region 270 - 290 amu it leads to an
accuracy of 3 - 6 amu. In this case one can establish the belonging of the
newly synthesized nuclide to the region of superheavy nuclei formed from
compound nuclei as a result of a complete fusion reaction between a heavy
ion and a target nucleus. Thus for further experiments aimed at the syn-
thesis of the superheavy element isotopes with Z> 110 using intense Ca
extracted beams the ion optical system of the separator VASSILISSA was
improved which resulted in the modernization of the focal plane detector
system.
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2 Experimental methods

2.1 The separator VASSILISSA

The recoil separator VASSILISSA was installed in 1987 at the bearnfine
of the U400 heavy ion cyclotron of the FLNR (JINR) and since then has
been used in the experiments [10, 11, 12].

In the framework of the experimental program for the separator VAS-
SIMSSA "hot" fusion reactions leading to the formation of compound nu-
clei with atomic numbers Z > 83 were intensively studied. In particular,
more than 30 heavy ion - target nucleus combinations from 'OCa + 151 Eu
__+ 19113i* to 26Mg 208 Pb _+ 234pU* for 83 < Z <94 were studied. The
complete fusion reactions with heavy ions leading to the compound nuclei
with atomic numbers Z>100 from 2Ne + 232 Th to 4 Ca + 242pU) were
also studied using the separator VASSILISSA 12].

Aiming at the continuation of the experiment's on the synthesis and
study of decay properties of superheavy nuclei the separator VASSILISSA
was upgraded. For that purpose a new dipole magnet, having a deflection
angle of 37 degrees, was installed behind the separator VASSILISSA re-
placing the old 8' magnet. Together with a new time-of-flight and focal
plane detectors it provides a possibility to resolve masses at the level of
1.5 2 for heavy nuclei with Apz�300. Ion optical calculations and the
mass evaluation method were described in 13]. A schematic view of the
upgraded experimental set-up was shown in 13] too.

2.2 Focal plane detector system

For the registration of heavy ER's in the focal plane of the new 3, dipole
magnet, a new system consisting of two (start and stop) tme-of-flight
detectors and a 32 strip detector assembly, 60 x 120 mm 2 in size, surrounded
by backward detectors, was developed.

Thin plastic foils 30-70 jLg/CM2 in thickness, x14O MM2 in size)
emitting secondary electrons and microchannel plates for detecting these
electrons were used in the time-of-flight detectors. The arrangement of
the microchannel plates in respect to the emitter foils is similar to that
described in 14]. A typical time resolution of about 07 ns was achieved
for slow recoil nuclei having mass numbers of about 200 - 250 (the total
energy EER 40 MeV). Typical values of the time-of-flight of heavy ER's
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vary from 60 to 90 nsec., so the resolution of the time-of flight detectors
is about I %. The value of 99.95% was achieved for the probability of
detection of such recoil nuclei by making use of a single timing detector.

The anticoincidence condition for the signals from the time-of-flight and
silicon detectors is used for distinguishing between the pulses originating
from the recoil nuclei and their a-decays, i.e. for obtaining "Clean" a-
spectra of decays of recoil nuclei implanted into the silicon detectors. To
reduce the low-energy background of the scattered projectiles and to shift
their energy distribution to lower energies (less then the range of 69 MeV
that is characteristic of a-decays) a 200 -- 400 pg/crn' thick mylar degrader
foil was installed in front of the silicon detector array.

Having passed the time-of-flight detectors, the recoil nuclei are im-
planted into the silicon detectors. In order to improve the sensitivity of
the experimental set-up, a new detector array was manufactured and in-
stalled at the focal plane of the separator. The detector array consists
of eight identical 16 strip silicon wafers each x6O MM2 in size (see
Fig. 1).*

Fi-ure 1 A view of the focal plane detector array.

The focal plane assembly consists of two wafers, forming 32 strip de-
tector. Each strip in the focal plane assembly is 3.525x58 MM2 in size (a

distance of 0.1 mm between the strips) and is position sensitive in the lon-
gitudinal direction. The position resolution along each strip was measured
using the test 48 Ca 174,176 Yb and 48 Ca + 206,208 Pb reactions. The value of

0.5 mm (FWHM) was obtained for sequential a-a decays, 0.8 mm for ER-a

The R&D of the detectors and the housing were performed by the Canberra Semiconductor NV.
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and 1.0 mm for ER-SF events. Relative position spectra for the ER - a,
ER - SF and - a correlations are very similar to tose presented in II].
A typical energy resolution of about 20 keV for te focal plane detector
was obtained for a-particles in an energy range of 6 - 9 MeV. Fig. 2 shows
the a spectra for the reaction 41 Ca+ 174 Yb ___� 222 Th* and spectra of fission
fragments from spontaneous fission of 252 No for the reaction 48 Ca + 206 Pb

__+ 2"No*. In the fission spectra approximately 3 - of the events have
low energy which indicates the division of the signals' amplitude between
two neighboring strips.
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Figure 2 a) - An example of the recorded a spectrum at the focal plane detector for the
reaction Ca + 174Yb � 222Th'; b) - the spectrum of fission fragments from spontaneous
fission of 22No at the focal plane detector from the reaction 48Ca 206 Pb 254 No'.

Six wafers are mounted in the backward hemisphere facing the stop
detector. They measure escaping a's or fission fragments, and the total
geometrical efficiency of the detector array is about 70 % o 4 7. As for
the backward detectors, the strips do not have any position resolution
and each four neighboring strips are connected galvanically so that 24
energy sensitive segments are formed. In the case of backward detectors,
we obtained an energy resolution of about 150 keV. he reason for that is a



broader range of energy losses for escaping a-particles hitting the backward
detectors over a wide range of angles (see Fig. 3-a).

It is clearly seen from Fig. 3-b presenting the sum of energies of both
fission fragments, that the SF spectrum maximum is at about 140 MeV,
whereas that of the TKE spectrum for the 212 No spontaneous fission is at
about 200 MeV 15]. This difference can be explained by energy losses
of the second fission fragment, escaping the focal plane detector, in the
entrance windows of focal plane and backward detectors.
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Figure 3 a) An example of the recorded a spectrum (sum of the pulses at the focal

plane detector and backward detectors) for the reaction '8Ca + 174Yb , 222Th'-, b - the

spectrum of fission fragments from spontaneous fission of 22No (sum of the pulses at the

focal plane detector and backward detectors) from the reaction 8Ca + 206Pb , 24No'.

2.3 Electronic and data acquisition systems

Energies and positions of the events registered by the separator detector
system are recorded with two different amplifications: the first one of up to
200 MeV to measure the fission energies and the other one of up to 20 MeV
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for E's and a particles. The spectroscopy amplifiers were designed and
manufactured at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions. They have
demonstrated an excellent stability and the deviation of the 0Z peak position
was only ± 0.05 % during a month of operation at room temperature
fluctuations of 5 C'. All the analog signals were arriving to the 8-channel
multiplexers and after that were converted by the 4096 channel ADC's (80
ps is the conversion time for the total range) independently for the ER" _
and SF-signals. Thus, the dead time between the ER-, ne- and SF detections
was close to zero. The time differences between consequent ER-, a- and/or
SF-events of the decay chains were measured within an accuracy of time
counters and shaping time of amplifiers. It was eual to psec. The data
acquisition system of VASSILISSA allows storing information, event by
event, on the energy, position, time-of flight and arrival time of the recoil
nuclei implanted into the focal plane detector, as well as o the position,
detection time and energy of the recorded alpha decay and spontaneous
fission events in the focal plane and backward detectors. Some additional
parameters were also recorded together with the codes of the events.

A code from each ADC is recorded independently along with the infor-
mation on the strip number, time and the identification number, contain-
ing information about the type of event: energy, osition/ ER, alpha, SF,
TOF/ focal plane, backward detectors. Experimental data are transferred
from CAMAC crates to the memory of the front-end PC-based computer,
which collects and filters the events and sends them to LAN. The front-end
PC is linked via a 00 Mbit fast ETHERNET cable to a PC in the control
room, which supervises the system and stores the data to the hard disk.
The distance between the PCs is 60 meters. Proceeding from the fact that
each primary event contains time, in the following analysis all the events
with the times which differ from each other by no more than the time in-
terval At 4 sec are joined in one event-word. This event-word already
contains all the information on the energy, position, time and type of the
event.

3 Experimental results

The basic relations for the mass determination are: (Bp) _- VA _-E
E - A v and AIQ 96525 Bp[T m] (v [cm/ns]) -, where Bp, A, E, Q

and v are magnetic rigidity, mass, energy, ionic charge and the velocity of
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of the detected ion (see 13]). Thus, to determine the A/Q - ratio one
have to measure the velocity (TOF) and the magnetic rigidity (position
on the focal plane) of the implanted ion. In these coordinates, different
charge states of recoils are resolved, therefore the charge states Q can be
found by solving a system of equations combining A/Q - ratios for the set
of evaluated data.

VASSILISSA separator together with the new mass analyzer was tested
with a number of complete fusion reactions induced by heavy ions. Evap-
oration residues produced in reactions between 4OAr and 164D y, 208 Pb tar-
gets, as well as 44,48 Ca and 114,116 Yb, 178pt, 204,206,208 Pb targets, were used

in the analysis. Results of the tests are presented in 16, 17].
In test reactions nuclei were identified according to known decay prop-

erties (a - energies and half-lives). From measured positions of the ER's
implantation into the focal plane (detector strip number) and its time-of-
flight Bp and v were calculated, and using these values corresponding A/Q
rations were obtained for each event. From these ratios, for known masses,
ionic charge distributions of implanted ER's were derived (see Table 1).

3.1 Charge distributions

The upgraded separator became more sensitive and capable of providing a
better accuracy in the estimations of the ER's charge states (mean charge
state). Before upgrading the separator could accept charges of ER's [101,
now due to a limited horizontal size of the focal plane detector 120 mm) the
acceptance is 3 carge states. In that case the charge state calculations and
experimental check of predictions become important. For the calculations
of the ER's equilibrium charge state semi-empirical formulae from K. Shima
et. al. [18] and V.S. Nikolaev et. al. 19] were used.

The charge distributions and mean charges <Q> for Ra, Th, Cf and No
ER's were obtained from the test reactions indicated in Table 1. All these
ER's have energies ranging from 0.15 to 02 A-MeV or relative velocities
v/vO from 245 to 287, where vo is the Bohr velocity. The dependence of
<Q> on the velocity v/vo fter passing a carbon foil is well known and
is presented in all semi-empirical and empirical systematics, for example
see 20] and references therein. The data from the present work are com-
pared with previously obtained experimental results 20, 21] as well as with
calculations [18, 19] for the ER's energy range 012 < E/A < 02 A-MeV
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Table 1: Charge states, A/Q values and atomic mass numbers <A> of the "Ra, 216 Th,
217 Th , 252 No , 254 No and 283 12 isotopes measured in the 48Ca 174 Yb, 198pt, 206,208 Pb
and 2U reactions.

Reaction ZER EER Qe�p <Q- > A/Q,., <A>_P
AEa Elab(1/2)

(MeV)
48 Ca 114 Yb Th 44.5 23+ (22.0%) 21.57 9.53± 017 217.1±3.0

217 216 22+ (28.8%) 9.89± 012
21+ (33.8%) 10-32 ± .15
20+ (15.4%) 10-75 0.15

48 Ca + 174 Yb Th 44.5 23+ (32.0%) 22.05 9.47 ± .18 216.5±3.7
216 216 22+ (41.0%) 9.86 ± 0.18

21+ (27.0%) 10.24 0.18
41 Ca Yb Ra 44.5 22+ (66.6%) 21.7 9.70 0.18 214.2±3.7

214 216 21+ (33.4%) 10.24 0.18
48 Ca last Cf 39.5 19+ (24.7%) 18.0 12-56 0.15 238.7±3.4

242 215 18+ (39.8%) 13-30 0.15
17+ (35.5%) 14.00+ 0.15

11Ca + 2Pb No 38.2 20+ 99%) 18.5 12.93± 0.17 255.1±3.4
254 218 19+ (42.3%) 13.48± 0.18

18+ (35.9%) 14.17 0.22
17+ (11.9% 14.76± 0.20

41 Ca O'Pb No 38.3 19+ (30.0%) 18.0 13-20 ± 020 250.0±3.5
252 217 18+ (38.2%) 13.92± 0.20

17+ (31.8%) 14-60± 0.24
'8Ca + 238U 112 35.7 18+ 17.5 16.01± 0.32 285.7±5.7

283 234 17+ 16.68± 0.32

(the relative velocity ranges from 22 to 2.9). It is of interest from the
point of view of investigating slow heavy ER's produced in complete fu-
sion reactions with heavy ions having masses 20 < A < 0 (see Fig. 4.
The experimental data on Ra and Th ER's from the present work is in
good agreement with the data on mean charge states of Pb and Po E's
[211, ions from Ta to U 20, 221 and semi-empirical systematics from K.
Shima et. al. [181. The experimental data on <Q> for Cf, No and 112
ER's differ from these data and are more close to the experimental data,
obtained at the velocity filter SHIP 231, as well as to the seini-empirical
systematics from V.S. Nkolaev et. al. 191. The reason for that could
be the manifestation of an oscillatory behavior of <Q> as a function of Z
(atomic number of ER) described in 20] and/or transition from the region
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of actinide elements to that of transactinide elements, the changes in the
<Q> behavior were predicted for this case in 20]. On the other hand,
the experimental data on U ions from 22] showed a very wide distribution
and lay outside the systematics. Unfortunately, experimental data on the
ions with Z > 92 are very scarce, and more experimental investigations are
needed in this field.
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Fi�ure 4 Mean char-es <Q> obtained in our experiments. a) experimental data from

Table (filled circles) and comparison with calculations using semi-empirical systematics

from [18] (open squares) and 19] (open circles). Solid curves are the polynomial fits of the

experimental data to calculations for guiding the eye. b - experimental data from Table I

(filled circles), from 2 (open triangles), 23] (open squares), 20, 22] (open circles). The

solid curve is the same as in a).

3.2 Transmission efficiency measurements

With the old 8' dipole magnet, the values of the ER's transmission effi-
ciency through the separator varied from 3 for the 180 induced reactions
to 30 and 35 for the "Ar and "Ca induced reactions, respectively,

2at the optimal target thickness of 0.2- 035 mg/cm Calculations showed
that with a new magnetic analyzer transmission efficiency would decrease
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approximately by the factor of 1.5 with the advent of the ER's energy and
charge dispersions into the focal plane. Comparing the data on the reac-
tion 208 Pb("Ar,2n )2"Fm with those from literature 24], we could estimate
that the transmission efficiency for 21'Fm ER's was about 20 4 The
transmission efficiency was experimentally measured using the 201 Pb target
((0.245 Mg/eM2, 1.6 Mg/CM2 Al backing). One of the six target segments

was covered with two layers of Al foil 3 6 m) for catching the ER's
knocked out from the target. The 48 Ca beam energy was chosen close to
the maximum of the 2n evaporation channel of the reaction 48 Ca + 208 Pb
---� 2"No*. After collecting a beam dose of 7x 1OL6 ions the catcher foils
were placed close to the individual x6O mm 2 detector and decay of the
granddaughter isotope 246Cf (E, 675 MeV, TI/2 35.7 h) was measured
both at the focal plane detector and from the catcher foils. The measured
transmission efficiency was about 20 - 25

3.3 A/Q distributions

An ability of the system to determine masses of heavy ER's was first tested
using 1138po isotopes, produced in the "'Dy("Ar, 6n) reaction, and 216 Fm

produced in the 208 Pb('OAr, 2n) reaction. The data were collected in the
reference list mode and after their sorting the "magnetic rigidity (strip
number) - TOF" distributions for the implanted nuclei were derived 16].
It was possible to calculate the mass of the ER's, detected in the focal plane.
For different '98Po ER's charge states Q = 17, 18, 19) the results were A
= 198.1 1, 197.8 1, 198.4 ± , respectively. Taking into account that
the calculations were made for the isotope Po, formed in the complete
fusion reaction 164 Dy (40Ar,6n)19'Po, the obtained ass resolution could be
estimated as about ± %. Fig. shows distributions of 198Po ER's along
the strips of the old variant VASSILISSA with the 8' magnet 16 strips)
and those for the new variant with the 37' magnetic analyzer 32 strips).
The magnetic analyzer dividing different charge states (three in our case)
enlarge the image of ER's in the focal plane. In the case of the 4OAr 164 Dy
--+ 24 Po* reaction the cross section values reach undreds of microbarns.

A few minutes are enough for collecting good statistics. In the case of the
reactions with smaller formation cross sections ore time is needed. In
this case the instability of the power supplies of the high voltage system
and magnetic analyzer blur the image in the focal plane and the resolution



between different charge states of one isotope becomes much worse. For
the reaction 4OAr + 208 Pb ---� 248 Frn* the obtained mass resolution for 246 Fm
ER's, calculated in accordance with the measured TOF and strip number,
ranged from 242.5 to 248.7 which corresponds to an accuracy of about 2

5007

CL 400.C:
t5 Q= 17+

300

2DO 19+ .6

8 Q6
100 0<!P

(Jo

0 1'2 1'6 �O i4 2� �2

strip nuffbw

Figure 5: Horizontal distribution (along the strips of the focal plane detector) of the
implanted "'Po ER's from the reaction Ar + 54Dy - 04Po'. Open circles - the focal
plane detector behind the magnetic analyzer 32 strips), closed circles - the old variant
focal plane detector 16 strips).

For a number of the test reactions leading to the compound nuclei
222 246 254,256Th, Cf and No positions of the implanted ER's and correspond
ing TOF's were extracted. The isotopes (and their masses, respectively)
were identified using the known decay properties (a - energies and half-
lives). From the measured Bp (strip number) and v (extracted from TOF)
values the corresponding A/Q values were obtained. The results obtained
for A/Q distributions of the "Th and 254 No ER's are shown in Fig. 6.

The accuracy of the A/Q determination is between ± . - ± 2
For the ER's with masses heavier than 250 it leads to an uncertainty in
the mass determination of ± 4 - 6 mass units. This is not enough for
direct identification of nuclides to be studied, but results obtained in heavy
ER's mass measurements allow one to exclude transfer and incomplete
fusion reaction products from the analysis and assign the observed events
to process of complete fusion.

Table (two lower rows) shows results for the reaction Ca + 238U

112*. This experiment was a repetition of the experiment performed
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Figure 6 A/Q distributions of the 27Th and 15'No ER's.

in 1998 251 with a new quality of the separator and was described in

details in 26]. Te mean mass value for two detected nclei amounts to

<A> = 285.7±5.7. Cutting off the tipper limit by the compound nucleus

mass ACN = 286, one can obtain the mass interval from A = 280 to A =

286. This result indicates, first of all, tat te observed nuclides belong to

the region of superheavy uclei and their asses are close to tile expected

masses of the evaporation products of the reaction '8 Ca "8U. Due to the

relatively low excitation energy of the compound nucleus EC*N ;�-, 35 MeV

the evaporation of charged particles (protons or particles) is strongly

prohibited, and it is more probable that the events easured in tis work

belong to the isotope 283 12 produced via the 3n evaporation channel in

the reaction 48 Ca+238U--�286 112*.

Note that at an erroneous estimation of the charge states per one unit

of charge to a higher or lower state leads to essential overestimates and

underestimates, respectively, in the mass numbers within about ±15 units.

In this case the measured TOF's and extracted from these values ER's

energies are in contradiction with the corresponding Bp values extracted

from the strip numbers. So, one can conclude that the values of averaged

masses of the observed SF and a activities do not iffer much from tose

of the compound nuclei formed in the corresponding reactions and masses

of nuclei produced in the few nucleon evaporation channels.
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4 Discussion and Conclusion

The development of experimental technique which employs electrostatic
deflectors leads to te creation of a new class of kinematic separators -
mass spectrometers of recoiling nuclei (Recoil Mass Spectrometers). In
these experimental set-ups a dipole magnet with a deflection angle of 25 -
30 degrees is placed between electrostatic condensers (deflectors), i.e. te
scheme E-D-E is used (E - electrostatic deflector. D - dipole magnet)-
It allows one to achieve rather good mass resolution AM/M ;:� 1300 for
heavy products of nuclear reactions together with the rather high suppres-
sion factors for background products better than 107 for scattered beam
ions). One of the first experimental set-up of this type wa a recoil mass
spectrometer created at Rochester 27].

Later a number of experimental set- ups having the amiliar scheme were
created at different nclear centers, sch as Legnaro (Italy)[28], Osaka
(Japan)[29], Oak-Ridge (USA)[30], Argonne (USA)[31], Tokai (Japan)[32]
and New-Dehli (India)[33]. All these set--ups use the same scheme E-D-
E ad differ only by the number of' focusing quadruple lenses in front and
behind the spectrometer itself. All of them can provide the ass resolution

�z 1300 for nuclear reaction products in the ass region around
200. A typical ranore of formation cross sections is from a few millibarns
to a few nanobariis. and it depends strongly o the value of suppression
factors for the background products. eceDtl oly two spectrometers have
been used for te study of formation cross sections and decay properties
of products of reactions with heavy ions in te mass region of about and
heavier than 200 amu. In Argonne, FMA 31] was used for investigating
proton radioactivity of neutron deficient isotopes of P and Bi 341, and
JAERI-RMS in Tokai 32 - for investigating decay properties of Sg isotopes
in the reaction 10Si + 31U 35]. But in the latter case the set-up was used

not in the mass resolution mode.
Recently. first test experiments have been performed with the new 37'

dipole magnet installed behind the recoil separator VASSILISSA. The ob-
tained results are very promising, it is possible now to determine masses
of synthesized ER's with an accuracy of - 6 mass units. This provides
an additional reliability of identification in the experiments aimed at the
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synthesis of superheavy nuclei in complete fusion reactions between trans-
actinide targets and heavy accelerated beams.

With the use of the upgraded separator VASSILISSA it is planned to
continue the experiments aimed at the synthesis of superheavy nuclei in the

ity of predicted spherical shells in complete fsion reactions between
34�36S' 48 Ca ions and 132 Th, 236,238u and 24,244pU targets. Odd-Z isotopes

which can be produced in reactions with 23'Np and 24'Am targets may ave
even longer half lives than those of even-Z elements 112 and 114. After
the upgrade of the separator the search for long correlations (up to a few
hours) becomes possible.
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MaJ]biweB 0. H. ii p. E15-2003-131
Ceflapaumq m oHpeaejiCHtie maCCbl CBepXTq)KeJlblX 3wep

FlocneUHHe HATHaauaTb ieT cenapaTOP quep o-ruaq" BACH1114CA HCHOj1b3O-

BaYICA aq H3yqeHH51 maep-OCTaTKOB HcFiapemis, o6pa3yioiu"XCq B peaKUHAX HJI-

HOFO C114AH",q C TH>KeY1b1MH YCKopeHHbIM14 14OHam". C 11CHOJ]b3OBaHHeM ]3b1C0KOjiH-

TeHCHBHbIX IKOB 48 Ca H mi4wefiefi 232 Th 21U, 242pU 6lyll, ticcneaoBaHb1 CBOfi-

CTBa paaHoaKTHBHOFO pacnaiia m nonepeqHbIC ceqeHHA o6pa3OBaHH,9 H30TOFIOB

3yiemeHTOB 110, 112 ii 114. Uiq 6yjymHx DKCFiepiimeHTOB HO CHHTe3y H30TOHOB

cBepXTA)KeYlbIX 3iemeHTOB (Z I ) C [1CHOJ]h3OBaHHCM HH-PeHCHBHbIX Bb[BelleHHb[X

HYqKOB 48 Ca 6b1Y1 HOBeueHO COBepweHCTBOBaHHC HOHHO-OHTHqCCKOii ii ;IeTeK-

THpytoLue" CHCTeM cenapaTopa. FIpeaCTaBjieHb1 pe3yY1bTaTb1 TeCTOBbIX peaKUHfi

H HBblii pe3yY1bTaT UAq H3OTona 2831 12.

Pa6OTa BirlOYIHeHa B la6opaTOPHH AuepHbIX paKLIlifi Jim F H. (I)YjepOBa

flpeFIPHHT 061,eUHHeHHOFO HHCT1rTYTa 9,UepHb[X HccjieaoBauiHfi. y6Ha, 2003

Malyshev 0. N. et al. E15-2003-131
In-Beam Separation and Mass Determination of Superheavy Nuclei

Within the past fifteen years, the recoil separator VASSILISSA has been used
for the investigations of evaporation residues produced i complete fusion reac-
tions induced by heavy ions. The study of decay properties and formation cross
sections of the isotopes of elements 110, 112 and 114 was performed using high
intensity 48 Ca beams and 232 Th 2U, 242pU targets. For further experiments

aimed at the synthesis of the superheavy element isotopes >I 10) with the use
of intense 48 Ca extracted beams, improvements in te ion optical system
of the separator and the focal plane detector system have been made. The results

283,from the test reactions and new result for the isotope 12 are presented.

The investigation has been performed at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Re-
actions, JINR.

Preprint of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. DUbna, 2003
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